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Huntington, w .va.

t-terd gets wild welcome home
By Teresa L. Pluml_e y
Reporter

About 1,000 green-clad Marshall .
fans filled the Henderson Center 1
p.ril. Monday to welcome home the
1~7 Southern Conference champions.
The clock overhead told the story.
Marshall 66, Davidson 64.
Clint McElroy and Scott BradY.,
local radio personalities from
WKEE, were on hand passing out
green bubble gum to help stir up
some spirit before the champions
arrived.
McElroy said he had a vision last
night. "I fell into a. fitful sleep and
saw 3 000 Marshall fans blowin

big green bubbles."
The crowd was silent in anticipation. But cheers of "We're number
one!" thundered as the team entered
the Henderson Center.
Athletic Dire"Ctor David Braine
began the celebration by asking,
"How about the Herd?" Fans answered with screams a nd wildlywaving pompoms.
Head Coach Rick Huckabay followed Braine and thanked the fans
for their support. "This kind of support doesn't happen a'ny other place
in the world. We hope that by bringing back tnis trophy, it would
expreBB our thanks."
After Huckabay introduced his

coaching staff, th.eir families and
the players, Mayor Robert R. Nelson
addressed the crowd. " This weekend
was a very emotional one and last
night ~e had a great celebration.
" This year the success of the football and basketball teams has had a
positive impact on our city," Nelson
said.
Nelson: also praised Huckabay's
coaching success. " He has done
nothing but win since coming here.
He is sometimes criticized, but he is
one of the most outstanding coaches
in the country."
The ceremony con.eluded when
the team members cut down the
Henderson Center nets.

Senate budget
includes funds
for stadium
By Burgetta Eplin Wheeler
Special Correspondent

.i,

The Senate rescusitated a dying Marshall football stadium by including in
its budget bill the $25 million needed
for the facility in the Board of Regents'
tuition fee's revenue bond construction
fund.
The House budget bill, passed by the
body· Saturday, does not include a
mechanism for funding a stadium.
When the Senate passes its budget bill
later this week, the two bills will be sent
to a House/ Senate conference committee where the differences will be ironed
' :out into one ,,,b ~dget to be sent to the
governor for his approval.
·
The Senate finance committee did
not report the budget bill out to the .
floor during the regular 11 a.m. sP-ssion
lis planned, but its appearance was
expected by a special Senate session
set·for 5 p.m.
The bill does not earmark the $25
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The money (for a stadium) shall be
paid on a cash basis or froin the
sale of revenue bonds...when and
if the Board of Regents determines
that funds are available for such
purpose.
Senate Budget BUI

____,,____
Students take c·elebration to-streets·
safety reasons, Crawford said. Traftinue working throughout the day
fic returned to normal a little after
picking up trash along Fifth A venue
midnight when the crowd dispersed,
and the rest of campus. Long said he
Special Correspondent
he said.
h ad to pull men off projects they
No arrests, vandalism, or injuries
P lant operations employees probwere working on to ha ve them cleanwere reported, Crawford said.
ably did not have as much fun Monup the mess.
Crawford said the rally was typiday morning cleaning up the mess
Eugerie F . Crawford, assistant
. cal of student celebrations following
as the approximate 3,500 students
director of public safety, said the
the Herd's 1984 and 1985 Southern .
who poured out ofthe dorms Sunday
spontaneous rally did not cause any
Conference Championships as r ainnight celebratil\g the Herd's 66-64
problems except for blocking traffic
dampened toilet paper streamed
victory over Davidson had making
for approximately an hour at F'ifth
from power lines, traffic lights,
Ave. and 18th Street.
it.
dorm windows and trees, and fireHarry E. Long, director of plant
Crawford said police first attempworks ranging from bottle rockets to
ted to disperse the crowd to allow
operations, said a large number of
fire crackers, exploded around the
plant operations employees were out
Fifth Avenue traffic to continue.
crowd.
early Monday morning cleaning up
However, after the amoeba-like
"Every time Marsha ll wins a
the toilet paper, beer cans and mis- , crowd flowed in behind police each
time-they attempted to part the sea - championship this happens cellaneous debris resulting from
crowds, toilet paper in trees and
ofstudents, police decided to block
Sunday night's near-riot.
Long said his crews would conolf Fifth Avenue at 17th Street for . streets," he said.

By Abbey Dunlap

Med· fit
•

Improve p~rsonal fitness

6&7

Toumament Memories·
Herd's championship

million in bonds for a stadium but
inst.earl leaves it to the discretion of the
BOR.
,
The money "shall be paid on a cash
basis or from the sale ofrevenue bonds
... when and if the Board of Regents
determines that funds are available for
such purpose." Board officials h ave
said a stadium for Marshall is not a top
priority.
· Gov. Arch Moore proposed in his
budget using a $3 million debt service
it.em to pay for first year oJ a bond issue
for the stadium. Neith er legislators or
Marshall President Dale F. Nitzschke
endorsed this approach .
Sen. Ned Jones; D-Ca bell, said funding for a tnird of the faculty and staff
salary schedules passed by the Legislature in 1984 and for a 5 percent acrossthe-board pay raise also is included in
the bill. However, there are no raises
other than increment increases for
other state employees in either the
House or Senate budget version.
Del. Richard Houvouras, D-Cabell,
has stressed, however, that before the
final budget is passed and signed by
Moore, many different things could
happen to it.

1·o

Asheville ~rap-up
Herd no. 1!
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Op~nion
'W' Day
(

No~'s the time to take .stock of y01.ir aca<iemic situation. Friday, ·you see, is "W" Day
- the last day to withdraw from a class with,
out having the little "P" or "F" tacked onto
the "W" to indicate whether or not you were
passing the class when you.dropped it. Don't be dumb. If you're failing a class and
it looks like you won't get turned a round, drop
it."W"s can be made up. A " WF" is the same
as an "F:" And "F"s, we all know, are forever.
Besides , dropping a class before " W" Day ·
only requires the signature of the instructor.
After that, you've got to get the signatures of
the instructor and the appropriate dean.
You don't really want to do all that, do you?

Spr_
ing break
Speaking of Friday, that's the last day of
classes before spring break. We know some o(
you will be leaving early for far horizons.
And you're precisely the ones we want to talk
to.
We're not your mom but we'd like to give
you three basic pieces of common sense ,,
advice: Don't get killed. Don't get arrested.
Don't catch anything that can't be cured with
rest or penicillin.
As for not getting killed, we mean watch it
on the highways. Don't wrap _your .new
Camaro around a tree. Share the ariving on
that long haul to Florida so you don't fall
asleep at the wheel. Don't, whatever you do,
drive drunk. Even if you don't kill yourself,
you might get caught.

Which leads us to rule two. Getting busted,
is at best, an inconvenience. You think your
buddies want to part with their party funds
just to make your bail? Depending upon the
crime, the fine or \bail money might be· the
least of your worries. For a DWI you'll have
your license revoked or suspended, and even
a fter y9u get it back you may find tha t sky•
high insurance premiums may keep you from
getting behind the wheel for a }ot longer than
the suspension of your license.
'\

OK, rule three. You know what we mean.
Don't get AIDS. Hey you in the back row, no
snickering now. What's funny,about a killer
disease?
Unless you've been living in a bomb shel" ter, you know pretty much how to avoid
AIDS:
Avoid sex. Not very appealing, but that's
the most surefir e way.
Restrict sex to a monogamous rehrtionship.
Fine and dandy if no one
cheats.
l
If you must go_prowling around looking for
a stranger with whom to spend the night,
then use a condom if you're male or insist the
male partner wears a condom if you're
female.

Here's the deal. The chances are faip,y low
that that great looking guy or gal you meet in
a bar is a carrier of AIDS. But are you willing
to literally risk your life that someone you
never met before has never be~n involved
with one of the traditional AIDS high-risk
groups such as homosexuals or intravenous
drug a busers?
We know. All this kind of puts a d a mper on
things .
But nobody s aid life was easy.

Letters

Commentaries_ ·

Editorials

Our rCaderi speak

Lift suspension_ of Sig Eps ur,tjl
facts of the case come-to light
To the edHor:

I would like to see some light shed on the "incident"
that happened •at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house on
February 14. So far in the articles published in The
Parthenon, the major point that has been emphasized has been about the past reputation of the Sig
Eps.
. of b nngmg
. .
I can't understand the neceu1ty
up
ghosts from the past ofthe Sig Eps. If it is nec~sary,
let's be fair about it - and report the pasts of both
sides.
My point is, when I read the articles, I couldn't help
but think of a small town neighborhood. We all know
this neighborhood. It's the kind that h~ a neighl?or
who ~akes a mistake and the other neighbors not
only discusa the case, but also start to remember
things in the past of the family. Ultimately, the
1
neighborhood decides to banish the entire family
because of things' that have happened in the past.
They might even overlook the latest mistake and
what·caused it.
Nell Bailey was quoted as saying that nothing lias

been proved in the recent Sig Ep controversy, and
that the probationary suspension is not a punishment.
·
Paula Wine, on the other hand, has indicated she
,feels that the probation, was imposed not only because of the incident, but also because of an earlier
series of events. Nell Bailey continues to condemn
the Sig Eps, but even she says her attitude was
shaped by events of the past.
·
I get the feeling Nell Bailey is holding a grudge.
What happened on that recent Saturday night happened. So why not act as responsible neighbors ofthe
Marshall community and allow the courts to decide
the merit-or-laclc of same in these conflicting charges.
Ms. Bailey, how far back would you like to search
for skel~tons in the Sig Ep family closet? The officers
of Sigma ~hi Epsilon already have done their part.
Why continue the suspension? Let the Sig Eps continue to function as a fraternity. And I respectfully
ask that you reserve judgment until such time as the
facts of the case are clarified.
Barban Bragg
Huntington 8ophomor9
-

Marshall' campus unsafe at night,
security needs. to ~e increased
To the Editor:

There was a bad incident brought to my attention
by a female -acquaintance. The incident happened
about 8:30 in the evening I>¼' the library while she and
her· roommate were · out for a walk. They were
attacked by three young boys from the coJ!1munity.
The boys started out just by following them and
saying obscene things and making gestures. After a
short time, the kids started grabbing them. The two
young ladies had to fight the boys off. The boya kept
coming after them until a male student happened to
come. along. lie chased the boys off.
When I heard about this I was a bit upset at the fact
that it took so long before a nyone was around to help
and that was just by chance.
/
There is n o 'possible way that non-Marshall citizens can be kept off campus. I am not sa ying that

r11e

they should be but something has to be done. Where
were the Marshall police? Is it not their job to patrol
the Marshall campus? Attacks of this nature should
be one of the things tobe protected against. Would it
not be a good idea to have a few police posted around
the campus so that they can see most areas of the
campus or at least hear someone if they needed help?
After the attack on a young woma n at the mall,
s ecurity has been increased. Why not here at
Marshall?
The next time someone may not be so lucky. The
next time it could be someone a bit bigger and a little
stronger. It could be someone who two females can' t
hold off until h elp h a ppens to come a long.
.
Robert MIiier
Martinsburg freshman
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Opinion/I

Letters

Commentaries

Editorials

Of Time and the Tournament,
or Drive Homeward, Angel
"Mike, you GOTIA go to Asheville!"
My roommate, himself a veteran of many
trips to Southern Conference tournaments, had
been trying to psych me up for the trip for
months. I shouldn't graduate without the experience of going to Asheville, he said.
I remembered his words as I drove.
I was hunched over the wheel of my father's
station wagon, trying to s~e through a narrow
spot in the windshield that wasn't covered with
ice. For three hours I had been watching snow
become visible as it came into the range of the
headlights and then vanish again as it hit the
windshield and melted. The wipers continued to
make their arcs across my field of vision, but
they were collecting snow. I would have to stop
soon to clean them off.
1-77 was covered with snow. In the good spots
I could make about 40 mph. Sometimes I had to
slow down to 15.
Not many cars were out at 4 a.m. Mostly there
were trucks.
A bridge abutment loomed·ahead. Or did it?
No, jusi snow. Snow and snow and snow and
snow.
I was hallucinating. Twenty hours ago, I'd
gotten up to go to my 9:30 Spanish class. I
hadn't slept since then.
"Where in the hell is the road?" I asked.
Photographers Mark Czewski and Todd Shanesy were dozing in the back seat. Sports editor
Doug Smock was riding shotgun. He was
awake.
"Just keep between the signs," he answered.
Ah yes, the signs. Let's see, we were somewhere in North Carolina because we'd stopped
at that rest station near the border. That's about
all I knew. Snow covered the signs, making
them impossible to read.
A truck passed us, spewing up a rooster tail of
snow and ice. I slowed the wagon to a crawl as
the truck rained down slush on the windshield,
completely blocking my vision.
The truck was past. But my headlights didn't
seem to be working. I pulled over to check them.

The truck had managed to cake snow and ice
about three inches thick over the headlights.
Smock and I dug out the lights, cleaned the
wipers and continued. .
I'd long ago given up hope of running out of
the -storm. -All I could look forward to was
daylight.
But that was two-and-a-half hours away.

•
•
•
About sunup, we stopped for breakfast near
Statesville, N. C.
Smock, Shanesy and I were eating our breakfast biscuits and drinking coffee. "Where's
Czewski?" I asked.
"He said he wanted to sleep."
"Oh."
We'd just gotten back on the road when
Czewski stuck his head up. "When're we gonna
eat?"
"We just did, Mark," 1 said. ·"You said you
wanted to sleep."
"Man; I sure would like to stop at a breakfast
bar," he said.
"We ate at Hardee's," I said.
"I'd like to stop at a breakfast bar. Maybe the
motel has a breakfast bar."
More than two hours later we pulled into our
motel in Asheville. We went in the office to

Mike
Kennedy

l

was on a swivel mounted high on the wall. For
much of the rest of the afternoon and evening
we contented ourselves by emptying beer cans
and tossing, slamming, hooking and alley ooping the empties into the basket.

•
•
•
We were still a few miles outside of Asheville
when we spotted this guy. He had apparently
started up a hill on the other side of 1-40 and
then chickened out. He had turned around and
was driving the back down the hill - against
the traffic.
.
I was quite punchy after seven hours behind
the wheel. I hadn't slept for about 24 hours. I
slowed down as we passed him. I rolled down
my window.
"No! The other way!" I yelled. "Drive with the
traffic! It goes uphill!"

•
•
•
As I was driving back to West Virginia in the

wee hours of Monday morning, I was trying to
figure out some neat literary allusion around
which to weave a column. Asheville, you see, is
not only home to the Southern Conference Tournament, but is · the birthplace and boyhood
home of one of my favorite writers, Thomas
register.
"Y'all got a breakfast bar?" Czewski asked. Wolfe. There is a memorial to him there, but I
didn't get by to see it. Actually, anything I'd
"No." .
''You know anyplace that has a breakfast .write about my experiences in Asheville would
bar? I sure would like to go to a breakfast bar. be closer in style to Hunter S. Thompson. AnyKnow where I'd like to go after the Appy State how, here I am on Monday afternoon, typing
away at my column, after getting back to Hungame?"
tington about 9 this morning. There are bags
"Lemme guess," I said, "a breakfast bar."
under my eyes. It's been more than 24 hours
since I last slept. Everybody keeps telling me
Instead of going to a breakfast bar after the how awful I look.
game, we sat around the motel room watching
TV and drinking beer. It was inevitable that we
It's been a tough trip, but my roommate was
couldn't watch a weekend's worth of basketball
right: I HAD to go to Asheville. And in the end, I
without playing a little ourselves.
· I put a wastebasket on top of the TV which was glad I did.

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

Killing a bill is child's play
when legislators play hooky
It's pretty common knowledge how a bill
becomes a law. But how about how a bill
becomes a corpse?
During a House finance committee meeting Thursday, Del. David B. McKinley, ROhio, tried to bring his bill eliminating state
funds for abortions to a vote.
Even getting to that point was quite a chore
because the discussion on every bill on the
agenda was suspiciously long and drawn out,
with the hope that the meeting could be
adjourned before McKinley got his chance to
bring the bill to discussion.
At the end of the regular agenda, McKinley
requested to be heard. Del. Patricia Holmes
White, D-Putnam, called for a point of order
and said McKinley couldn't speak because
the regular agenda was unfinished.
Del. George Farley, D-Wood and chairman
of the finance committee, informed her the

agenda was finished and, as if on cue, she
and 11 of the 22 other committee members
walked out the door.
No quorum, no vote.
White kept guard outside to see if Farley
would go on .with new business, but every
time she stuck her head in the door, Farley
would. say a quorum existed.
When it was obvious a vote was going to be
impossible, a delegate moved to adjourn, but
there weren't even enough people in the room
to vote on that.
One delegate said the missing delegates
antic would continue every meeting until the
bill was dead.

•

•

•

Part of the antics in delaying the finance
meeting included an unneeded presentation
by a ,bill's a~thor.

Burgetta
Eplin
Wheeler
Del. Marc Harman, R-Grant, just happened into the room-when his bill on vendors
reciprocity was being discussed.
White suddenly requested that Harman
explain his reasons for introducing the bill.
White began, "Well, I've been fooling
around ... ," to which another delegate immediately replied, "Speak for yourself."

•

•

•

After just one session as House Speaker,
Robert "Chuck" Chambers has plenty of
experience to be a first-grade teacher.
"Let's be quiet, please," and "Let's take our
seats, ladies and gentlemen," are common
phrases from the mouth of the Cabell
delegate..
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Nation

World

Weather service test reports town razed
CHICAGO - Rockford is still
standing today, a bulletin to the
contrary by the National Weather
Service not withstanding.
The 4:55 a.m. bulletin, sent·to
hundreds of radio and television
stations in the Midwest and read on
the air by some, said, "At 4:35 a.m.
CST, a tornado hit the Rockford,
Ill., according to its weather office.
This storm was moving southeast
at 50 mph. This is a dangerous
storm. Take cover immediately. The
entire town of Rockford has been
demolished."
It continued to say, "If you are in
the path of this tornado, you should
go to a basement shelter if available. Otherwise go to a central interior room of your home. Abandon
cars and mobile homes."
The bulletin actually was a test
that weather service personnel were
conducting to prepare for the coming tornado season. A disclaimer

''
________,,________
He (a radio announcer) said it was upsetting to read. Afterwards,
when he found out it was a hoax he was very upset to find out he may
have panicked thousands of people needlessly.

WI.AK-FM news director John Gleason

explaining that it was sent out by
mistake was sent five minutes later,
said meteorologist Steve Kahn at
the weather service's Chicago office.
"The message was coded to stay
inside the weather service system"
and was designed only for weather
service personnel, Kahn said.
But a change in computer software at the Chicago office allowed
it to get out on the weather service
wire, which is used by hundreds of
radio and television stations and

news organization·s across the
Midwest, Kahn said.
"We had a lot of calls" from
subscribers, Kahn said. "They were
all asking, 'This is a test, isn't it?"'
A worker at the weather service
office in Rockford who had seen the
bulletin called the Chicago office
and said, '"I'm a survivor' and
laughed," Kahn said.
But broadcasters fooled by the
bulletin didn't think it was funny.
The overnight announcer who
read the bulletin on the air at radio

station WLAK-FM in Chicago "was
a little shook up over the whole
thing," said news director John
Gleason.
" He (a radio announcer) said it
was upsetting to read. Afterwards,
when he found out it was a hoax he
was very upset t.o find out he may
have panicked thousands of people
needlessly," Gleason said.
"It's standing policy that when a
t.omado warning comes across that
it be read as quickly as possible and
that it be read verbatim," Gleason
said. "If we stopped to check out
every tornado warning, that would
cost us a lot of time."
Kahn said a change in procedure
would prevent such mistakes from
happening again.
A new check in the system now
codes all tests to say test, he said.
Rockford, 86 miles northwest of
Chicago, has a population of about
140,000.

Man killed In accident
with police chief's cruiser

ABC and CBS writers
and editors go on strike

Soviet proposal aimed at
ending Geneva deadlock

CHESAPEAKE - A
pedestrian walking along
W.Va. 61 was killed Monday when he jumped in
front of the Chesapeake
police chief's cruiser,
according to the Kanawha
County sheriff's department.
Chief Don V. Spaulding
was dispatched from his home in Marmet at
about 5:10 a.m. to look for the man, said
Kanawha County Lt. I.D. Burdette.
Burdette said a bus driver had called the sheriff's
department after he observed the man walking
along the road.
"Four minutes later, the chief radioed for an
ambulance and deputy saying the pedestrian had
jumped out in front of him," said Burdette. The
victim, identified as Herman Watson, 59, of
Charleston, was pronounced dead at the scene.

NEW YORK - The
union representing news
writers and editors at
ABC and CBS and at
seven of their radio and
TV stations went on strike
Monday, forcing managers to handle writing, editing and production chores.
"They have gone on strike right now, and are
telling their people to strike now," Martin
Waldman, spo~esman for the 525-member Writers
Guild of America, said at 6:15 a,m. The union's
old, three-year contract expired at midnight
Sunday.

MOSCOW - Soviet offi.
cials sajd Monday Kremlin leader Mikhail S .
Gorbachev's proposal for a
separate U.S.-Soviet
accord ·on ridding Europe
of medium-range nuclear
missil-es was aimed at ending the arms talk deadlock
in Geneva.
At a news conference to
discuss Gorbachev's weekend proposal, the officials also hinted that agreement on mediumrange missiles could' lead to a superpower
summit.
Armed forces chief of staff Sergei F. Akhromeyev told reporters that the Soviet Union has
243 SS-20 missiles aimed at Europe that it would
eliminate if the United States agrees to remove
its Pershing 2 and cruise missiles.

Average county revenue
sharing loss Is $370,000
West Virginia counties have lost more than
$19 million with the demise of federal revenue
sharing, and the budget crunch is hitting everything from law enforcement to little league
baseball, according to a statewide survey
released Monday.
The survey by Associated Press broadcast
members shows that the state' s 55 counties have
lost at least $19,147,000 from elimination of the
program, and in most cases, state and local
revenues can't make up the difference.
Counties are losing an average of $370,000
each . The smallest loss is in Wirt County, which
received just $25,000 this year. The biggest, $3.5
million, comes in Kanawha County.

Now At
9
nwi1M

Student shoots claumate,
self In history class
DeKALB, Mo. - A student in a seventh-grade
history class Monday pulled out a handgun and
shot to death a classmate, then killed himself,
police said.
The youth, a student at DeKalb High School,
drew the gun during class, about 8:25 a.m., and
fired one shot that fatally wounded a fellow
student before shooting himself, according to
state police Trooper B.T. Deshler.
" It was just a shock. You never expect
anything like this to happen in a small community," Superintendent Bob Couldry said by telephone from the northwest Missouri town of250
people.
The dead boys were identified as Timothy
Perrin, 13, of Rushville, and Nathan D. Faris, 12,
of Rushville.
Authorities did not say who fired the weapon,
described as a .45-caliber pistol, and Deshler said
no motive had been established.
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The Soviet Union had insisted that the questions of medium-range weapons in Europe, strategic missiles and space weapons be considered
as a package, and that no separate agreement on
any one aspect was possible.
But Gorbachev announced Saturday that the
Soviets were williJ:ig to work out a separate
agreement on medium-range weapons.
· The Communist Party general secretary said
the Soviet Union would eliminate its mediumrange missiles targeted on Europe in exchange
for a pledge from the United States to remove
European-based missiles aimed at the Soviet
Union.
U.S. and Soviet negotiators met in Geneva
today to discuss Gorbachev',s proposal, and the
U.S. delegation announced the round of talks
that had been scheduled to end this week will be
extended.
·

Get Ready For Spring Break At

::APPY HAIR BOUTIOU~
TANNING BED SPECIAL
10 for $30 or 20 for $50
Buy 10 And Bring A Friend To A Free Session

361 Norway Ave.

525-2281
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---Student elections,------

'Mal I rapist' clalms
made In prarik calls
to Marshall women

Sen·ate -passes election changes;
more pbl Is, no- cha I leng0d . ballots
I

By Anita Kniceley

Reporter
Rules governing the April 8 Student Government Association elections were changed Feb. 24 during a
Student Senate meeting.
The major change will allow students to vote only with a validated
Marshall ID and activity card,
Helen Matheny, Mineral Wells
senior and head election commissioner, said.
In· the past students have been
able to vote by challenged ballot
with any current Marshall ID with a
picture on it, she said. To vote by
challenged ballot, the student put
the ballot in a signed envelope with

•

his ID number on the outside.
With the new change, the only
way for a student to vote by challenged ballot is ifthe information on
the computer print-out is wrong,
Matheny said.
Sen. Kelly Yoakum, Wheeling
sophomore, opposed the change.
She said the change would decrease
the number of students participating in the election. However, in spite
of strong opposition, the election
rules were changed.
Senate President Brendan
"Scooby" Leary, South Charleston
junior, said, "I would rather have
two people vote in a clean election
than ~00 in a dirty one."
Other changes passed involve the_

By Jack. Houvouras

Reporter

time and place of the elections. Ho)._
derby Hall was added to the list of
polling locations. Also, all polls will
be open from 9 a .m. to &.30 p.m.
except for Smith Hall and the Memorial Student Center, both of which
will be open until 6:45 p.m.
Sen. Alvie Qualls, Huntington
graduate student, said the times
were extended to a~omodate graduate students who sometimes cannot
get in to vote until later.
The rules also were changed to
allow two students to work the polls
the entire day. Originally students
could only work ip two hour shift&,
Matheny said the change would
allow the situation to remain consistent at fhe polls and also reduce
the margin of error.

·
·

1

Vote SGA say$ students can
make a difference
'
.

By Anita Kniceley

Reporter
Preparations for the April 8 Student Government Association elec<'
tions include informing the student
body it has a voice in student
government and also urging students to vote, said the head election
commissioner.
Helen Matheny, Min-eral Wells
senior, said one of her objectives is
to inform the student body of student government's role and how the
organization represents students.
To accomplish this, she said an
information meeting\ will be conducted March 4 at 4 p.m. ih Memorial Student Center &porn 2W29. The

meeting is open to any student who
wants to learn more about SGA,
Matheny said. Members of student
government also will be present to
answer questions.
The "Make a Difference" advertisements in The Parthenon are part
of a publicity campaign leading up ·
to the information meeting,
Matheny said. The advertisements,
which will continue running until
Friday, will be complim.e nted by a
• brocl)ure later this week. Also, a
, reply card wiJl be provided if students want more information about
student government, M:atheny said.
The elections will be publicized
more than usual to inform students
and also to. draw qualified candidates, Matheny said. "I don't think

'

students believe they have a strong
voice on campus," Matheny said,
"but they do aJld should try to maintain that voice."
Matheny said she hopes these
efforts will encourage students to
vote. By not voting, the student
body loses its voice in how the university is run, Matheny said.
·
According to a tentative schedule,
students can file for candidacy
March 18-25, she said.
However, before this schedule is
enacted, the Student Senate Rules
Committee must read 1986- election
rules to see if any revisions need to
be made, Matheny said. The rules
are looked at each year to see if any
changes can be made 'to help the
elections run more efficiently, she
said.

Grad· school tuition waivers.· available
By John Himelrlck
Reporter

.._

A limited number of gracluatetuition
waivers for the interim and sumrper
terms are available at the Graduate
School office, according to Dean Leonard J. Deutsch.
Deutsch said priority will be given to
the faculty and staff of state colleges

and universities and to West Virginia
resident graduate students. A small
number of'waivers will be awarded to
non-resident students.
Academic merit will be the major
consideration in awarding the ·waivers, which will be limited to three hours
each for the interim and<both summer
terms.
The waiver will cover tuition, regis-

---------------------·--------~
"A Nt:w Taste For The Tr~State"

China Garden
Szechuan Styl~ - Sea Food

Luncheon Special

tration and Higher1Education Recources and faculty improvement fees, but
not student activity fees.
,
Forms are available from the Marshall Graduate School Office, 113 Old
Main. Completed forms mus.t be
· returned to the office by April 15. Stu- ,
dents must apply for the summer term
•waivers even if they have previously
applied for spring term waivers,
Deutsch said

Campus women are receiving threatening phone calls from someone claiming to be the Huntington Mall rapist,
while the Cabell County Jail prisoner
who had escaped promising information on the cases has been caught in
Columbus.
Donald Salyers, director of public
safety, is describing the calls as "sick
jokes." According to a report filed at
his office, the caller speaks in a hoarse
whisper while breathing heavily.
Another report states, "The suspect
told the v,ictim that he is going to rape
her like·the other, two and kill her."
Another account tells of the man
identifying himself as the mall rapist
and warni.ng the woman that she
would be "number three." In this
instance, the caller was able to describe
the appearance of the woman to whom
he was speaking.
Salyers said obscene phone calls run
in cycles. "Unfortunately, this time
someone has a real sick sense of
humor."
In a related epis:ode .Jast week, a
Cabell County Jatl prisoner escaped
after promising police information on
the rapist.
According to The Herald-Dispatch,
the escapee is James R. Hammond, 31, ·
who was serving a six-month sentence
for driving intoxicated and delivery of
a con~rolled substance.
HammomJ told SheriffBob Bailey he
knew the name of a man who was possibly involved in the two rapes.
Bailey took Hammond to west Huntington Feb. 24 where the prisoner
visited three business establishments
on 14th Street West. The system was
for Hammond to tell the sheriff what
he had learned after each stop.
At 9:30 p.m., Hammond visited a
fourth,e~tablishment at the 1300 block
of'Monroe Avenue, but did not return. 1
He apprehenaed Saturday night in
Columbus.
The reward for any information leading to the arrest and conviction of the
man responsible for the rapes now
stands at $10,000.
:Police are working on a composite
drawing of the suspect in the second
rape on Feb. 16. Cpl. B.R. Lester of the
state police said his colleagues have
some good leads and a good physical
description.
For information about the reward,
call 529-6221. •

Donate Blood.

DRINKING AND DRiVING
CAN ·KILL A FRIENDSHIR.
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Fri.-Sat 4:3(}10:30
AR Legal Beverages
Accept Masterc:Md And VISA

•
"Hot Spicy Dishes Ci,n Stimulate Your Appetite"
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697-5524
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championship weeker,d
Skip's· tip, Rodney's
rebounds
. .
give Herd/ r~ason to celebrate
'

)

,. - ~

Far left, top: After the final buzzer of the
championship game with Davidson
sounded, thousands of Herd fans join the
Marshall -cheerleaders· on the court for a victory-celebration. Far left, middle: Tom Curry
savors his moment in the spotlight during the
net-cutting ceremony. Far left, bottom: Skip
. Henderson, who was named to the alltournament team, has the inside track on a
Furman player for a loose ball. Near left_:
Maurice Bryson skies high' over. Davidson's

Ace Tanner and Jay Schmitt for two in Sunday's final. Below left: Rodney Holden plays
the stereotype envisioned by ba'vidson's
Chris Heir:,eman ~ith the coal"mi,ner's traditional hard hat. Below right: Holden has the
lo?k of determination as he · strips the '
rebound from Sch mitt. Holden had 14
rebou-nds in the game. Bottom: Holden cradles the championship trophy following the
teams return Monday.
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IRS to show employees
video on new tax forms

h

March 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17 and 18 at 2,
2:30, 3, 3:30 and 4 p.m. All sessions will
Reporter
be in Corbly Hall 105.
A copy of the new W-4 form was
A ·video tape presentation and
seminar with Internal Revenue Service included in employee paychecks Fripersonnel will be shown March 3-18 to day as well as a copy of the seminar
assist faculty, staff and work-study 'schedule, according to Larry Barnhill,
employees in filling out new W-4 forms assistant comptroller.
• "Anyone receiving a paycheck from
distributed Friday.
1
The tape will be shown in four morn- Marshall needs to fill out and return
ing seBSions, March 4, 9, 11, 16 and 18 the new tax form," Barnell said.
If an employee does not fill out a new
at 8, 8:30, 9 and 9:30 a .m. Five half-hour
afternoon sessions are ·scheduled form, the amount of tax that is now

I

By Tereu L. Plumley

withheld from his pay may no longer
be correct. The employer may be forced
to ignore any previous form and the
amount withheld will probably be
incorrect for the employees tax
situation.
The forms need lo be returned as
soon as poBBible to help avoid incorrect
withholding, Barnhill said. The law
requires a person to file before Oct. 1,
1987.
Barnhill said the four pages of the
new forll\ are misleading. "It's not as
scary as it looks."
· Completed forms must be returned to
the payroll office, Old Main room 205.
"We need to have the lower portion of
the front page for our records," Barnhill said. "The employee may keep the

rest of the form."
Any other questions concerning the
new tax changes or the new W-4 forms
should be addressed to the IRS at a
ioll-free number, 1-800-424-1040.
Two IRS representatives will be
available to answer questions
employees may have concerning the
new W-4 forms.
"They will be going line by line on
the W-4 and tell you personally what
needs to be filled out," Mary Lynn Lenkiewicz, coordinator of training and
development said.
The representatives, Tom Walker of
Huntington and Jim Hite of Bridgeport, will answer questions March 19
and 20 at the Memorial Student Center,
Room 2W22. Times scheduled are 8:30
and 10:30 a.m. and 1 and 3 p.m.
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This Spring Break, catch a-Greyhound®to
tlie beach, the mountains, or-your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.
Anywhere Greyhound goes.

,

ll~if!1f~
Greyhound• 13th & 4th Avenue• 529-3081
Must present a valid colqe studcnfl .D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for travel on Greyhound Lines,
.
Inc., and other participat4'g carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 'JJWl through 4/30/87. Offer limited. Nol valid in Canada. Cl 1987 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Pinched, stretched,
measured, caculat-ed
A personal fitness profile conducted _
by the School of Medicine may help
members of the community reduce
the risk of heart disease and find a
fitness program right for them. A""
~"'

Text by Kathy KIiburn

By 8 a .m. each morning many are ready to exercise their minds with class or
work, but rolling out of bed that early is a more difficult when it's to be pinched,
stretched, measured and calculated.
It happens this way:
8:30 a.m. Upon arriving at the Human Performance Lab in the Henderson
Center, a resident physician from the School of Medicine takes the patient's
vital signs. The tight grip of the blood pressure band is followed by the cold
probing of the stethoscope. And the sting of a needle can be felt as blood is
taken to be tested for cholestero1and blood fat levels. After removing shoes and
excess clothing - every ounce of weight counts - it's time to step onto a
massive scale.
8 :50 a.Di. A graduate assistant determines body composition by folding a
layer of skin and measuring it with a clamp-like utencil. This process is more
ticklish than painful as the back, arm, leg and abdomen are clamped for
measurement.
9:05 a.m. Time to see how far the human leg, back, neck, hamstrings and
ankles can stretch. This flexibility test determines which areas may need
conditioning.
9:20 a.m. Doing as many push-ups, sit-ups and pull-ups in one minute
blocks of time tests the strength of the chest, arms and abdominal muscles.
9 :40 a.m. Suddenly, the good old days of calisthenics are far behind and the
world of modern technology is everywhere. Leg muscles are tested on an
isokinetic machine. Strapped in with Velcro and gripping the sides of the
chair, the subject gives three kicks as hard and fast as possible. The leg is
strapped to a lever which appli!;!S force against e:.ich kick. . .
10:05 a.m. There are no straps for the next put ofthe profile, just a tube that
supplies oxygen for the breathing capacity test. A computer moniters the
ability of the lungs to provide oxygen to the blood stream. Seemingly endless
yawns following this test, but the final phase of the program is about to begin.
10:25 a.m. The graduate assistant pulls out 10 electrodes to be attached to
the body to monitor the heartrate while the stress test is conducted. "Do you
feel like the bionic woman?" she asks, strapping to the patient's waist a belt
with r:ubber cords springing from every side.
.
Once again, the snug grasp of the blood pressure band is felt and the
ominous treadmill is approached. The first phase is like a brisk walk in the
park, only without trees or rolling lawns to take the mind off your increasingly
fast breathing. The physician and graduate assistant joke about putting a
life-sized picture on the wall.
"Make it reversible. A Playboy bunny on one side and a Chippendale on the
other," laughed the grad assistant. No laughing for the person on the treadmill, however, as the pace quickened.

The final step. On the
trffdmlll, • participant
tHts his endurance at the
Human Performance ub.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR LUNGS.
THEYRE ONLY HUMAN.

Sweat breaks out and breathing becomes difficult as the treadmill inclines to
an even faster pace. A jog is forced and the image of George Jets on screaming,
"Jane, stop this crazy thing!" keeps coming to mind.
FinaHy the treadmill kicks into running gear. With an encouraging tone he
says, "Her heartrate's up there now." With legs wobbly and eyes beginning to
cross, no more could be withstood. The pace is gradually decreased to allow the
excited heartrate to calm.
The program helps this way:
After the patient has cooled down, an exit appointment is made to find how
these tests may improve a personal fitness program and decrease the risk of
heart disease.
·
.
The patient is given a book comparing his results with the average person of
the same age and risk factor. Advice about diet and exercise also are offered.
More information about nutrition, occupational health, economics and preventative, sports or behavioral medicine can be provided·on request through
the program.
.
Members ofthe community may be tested for a fee ranging between $200 and
$300, according to Dr. James M. Kyle, assistant professor of family and
communi t;y health.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

PHYIICI 201 Tutor nNded. Call
525-5835.

"MAK_E A DIFFERENCE"
"Everything that I read in the way of national articles
and all the employers I have talked with point to the
fact that there is a big push toward the importance of
students getting experiential activities that would
combine with their academic degree. Included in the
experiential activities is Student Government·involvement. This gives the student ideal experience in
problem solving, formulating policy, promotion and
pubIicity, responsibility and many of the same charac- .
teristics that they would hope to see shown in the
student in a post graduation job."
·

Reginald Spencer
Director, Cal'Nr Planning and

Placement Center

SGA Informational Meeting
MSC 2W29 March 4, 4 pm

MISCELLANEOUS
IUIIIIIII IN IUIION $238.00. Loweet
scheduled fare1 to all of Europe from
Wahington. _C ell 1 (800)325-2222.

TYPING/TAX ..,._ - Good rates.
Call Lynn 525-2794.

TIIIPI TO MW YOM City. From $98.
Deperture1 March 8th and March 14th.

C.ll 421M323 or 738-1187.

o.,,..,_.man
HOCII-

Oelly 5:C»-7:00.• .00 (PG)

-..Ml/ff

~Slellone
OwalTtaTOP
Delly 5:10-7:1CM:10(f'Q)
IAT. IUILIIAT.1,....
o.braW!r..,-

KACKWIDOW

Delly 7:20 (Al
IAT, IUIL IIAT. aa

DIATH NFOIII DIIIIONOII
Dally 5:20-8:20 (R}
IAT. IUN. IIAT. 1:IO

'\~'IE ,t1'
~CASZ')
x-,HE 0~
1452 4th Ave.
Mon-Fri - 3 PM-2 AM
Sat & Sun - 7 PM-2 AM
Happy Hour Mori. - Fri. 4 - 7
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Sports

Scores

Columns

Joy returns to Marshall
By Doug Smock
Sports Editor

It seems a million years ago when
the Marshall basketball team opened
its season by parading trophies around
the Henderson Center and cQtting
down the net, at October's Midnight
Special.
Students let loose, Page 1

But just Sunday night, the Herd
paraded around the Asheville, N.C.,
Civic Center with a new Southern Conference championship trophy and, yes,
the team cut the net. Surrounding the

SC Toumament
FRIDAY
MARSHALL 76, Appalachian State 61
Furman 85, The Citadel 78
Western Carolina 73, UTC 72 (OT)
Davi dson 92, Virginia Military 63

SATURDAY'S SEMI FINALS
MARSHALL 77 Furman 64
Davidson 85, Western Carolina 76

SUNDAY'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MARSHALL 66, Davidson 64 (OT)

Highlights

league champs

team were three to four thousand Herd word. The lead changed on 14.different
fans, some of whom came to Asheville occasions and the game was tied nine
Sunday just for the nationally tele- times, as the crowd rocked the arena
vised game.
from an hour before the game to the
The Herd had just downed Davidson end of the award ceremony.
The game satisfied fans' appetites,
in a 66-64 overtime thriller, and one
thing was clear: Happy days had but neither coach was pleased. "I'm not
returned to basketball fans wearing doing backflips," Marshall coach Rick
green.
Huckabay said. " I thought two or three
Gone was the nightmare of last sea- times we didn't show much poise. The
son's first-round loss to East Tennes- late-game free throws (of the missed
see State. Gone was the controversy of variety) were discouraging."
the pre-season, the early losses, the · Marshall, who improved its record to
injuries. All of that was but a distant 25-5, fell behind the third-seeded Wildmemory.
cats, 14-8, but John Humphrey,
For that.matter, th~ imperfections of Dwayne Lewis and Skip Henderson
the game just finished were as easily rallied the Herd to tie at 14-14. The
forgotten by the delirious Herd fans. Wildcats pushed the lead to 19-14 with .
Marshall had an eight-point lead dis- a Jay Schmitt bucket and a Derek
appear in the last 2:24 and fell behind Rucker three-pointer.
in overtime on a three-point goal by the
Rodney Holden and ·Henderson led
fans' archrival, Chris Heineman.
the Herd back to a 23-23 tie, with HendForgotten. Marshall returned to the erson answering an "Ace" Tanner
pinnacle of the Southern Conference, slam with a three-pointer. The half
following its regular season conference ended tied at 31-all, after Rucker
title with the tournament champion- missed an uncontested layup at the
ship. For its efforts, the Herd received a buzzer.
bid to the National Collegiate Athletic
The game was fought on even terms
Association tournament, starting through the midway point of the
March 12-13. Pairings will be second half, when Marshall fashioned
announced 6:30 p.m. Sunday in Kan- what appeared to be a championship
sas City, Mo.
run.
By fans' standards, the final game
Henderson born bed in a threewas a cliffhanger in every sense of the
pointer to give the Herd a 4~-46 lead.

Davidson's Jeff Himes got a bucket
underneath, but Maurice Bryson answered with a pair of free throws. Chris
Heineman faked Lewis into going airborne, t hen went a round hin to cut the
lead to 50-49.
Holden tipped in a Humphrey steal,
and rebounded a Rucker miss from
three-point range. After a Rucker foul
with 5:28 left, Marshall went into a
spread offense.
The strategy worked for two Tom
Curry baskets, the latter being a rimrattling slam dunk for a 56-49 Marshall
lead with 3:01 left. When Henderson
blocked a Rucker three-point attempt,
and was fouled driving to the other
end, the game seemed to be secure.
Henderson hit the first foul shot, but
missed the second one. Himes
rebounded a Tanner airball and put it
in. Heineman then stole the ball in the
backcourt and drove it to the hoop, a nd
suddenly Marshall's lead was down to
57-53, with 1:45 remaining.
Henderson was fouled, missed the
ensuing foul shot, but Holden
rebounded. Henderson was called for
an offensive foul. Himes chipped in a
bucket, and the Wildca\ press forced
the Herd into a IO-second violation.
Marshall was given a chance to ice
the game when Tanner saved a ball
SN SC, Page 11.

In the right place at rig.ht time:
Does Skip -·suiprise anybody? ·
The man of the hour called it " unbeMike Gynn had brought Uavidson
lievable," but many of the green-clad into a tie with the Herd, 64-64, when he
Herd maniacs were hardly surprised got open underneath for an easy basket
when' Skip Henderson scored the win- with 25 seconds left. Marshall called a
ning tip-in Sunday to give Marshall timeout with 20 seconds left to set up a
the Southern Conference Tournament play for Skip Henderson. Lewis could
championship.
not find Henderson open and made a
It was the third game of the season twisting, off-ba lan ce move t o the
won by last-second heroics of the Car- bucket. The shot rolled out to the left,
tersville, Ga., junior. He tipped in a where Henderson a nd Tom C urry
rebound on the second try to down fought for the tip-in.
Nevada-Reno and canned a three" No, I wasn'tawareofit,"Currysaid
pointer at the buzzer against The
· of Henderson being beside him for the
Citadel.
On top of that, Ma rshall beat Middle tip-in. "But I'm glad he was there."
Henderson said, " It seems like I
Tennessee State at the buzzer, but
Dwayne Lewis supplied the heroics.
always get position to get the tip."

--

Hussey, Wildcats wanted a foul called
on final 'home run' play to Ace Tanner;
foul call could have led to double OT
Davidson's Anthony "Ace" Tanner
hit the floor on the "home run" play,
but the Wildcats did not get a call.
Skip-Henderson had just put in his
h eroic tip of a Dwayne Lewis shot, giving Marshall a 66-64 lead with one
second left. The Wildcats set up the
play, designed to either get a s hot off or
draw a foul.

o

;r,esY

Marshall's John Humphrey helps put another nail In the .Furman coffin wttn
this splnaround jumper In the lane as Tom Curry looks on. The bucket put
the Herd up, 66-59, with leu than three m1nutes to go In Saturday's semifinal. Additional pictures, Pages 6-7.
·

The long pass was intended for
Tanner, but he hit the floor in the frontcourt, presumably after contact with a
Marshall player. Coach Bobby Hussey
and the Davidson bench went wild,
screaming at official Ed Chambers for
a foul call, but none was forthcoming.
The ball fell harmlessly out of bounds.
Ironically, Tanner got a chance,
albeit a slight one, to win the game
when he intercepted the ensuing Mar-

shall inbounds pass. He tried a desper·
ation 60-foot shot, which fell way off
the mark, and Herd fans stormed the
floor.
" I told the referee there was going to
be a foul," Hussey said. "I think it was
a very obvious foul. When you have
contact like that, it's a foul. It's sad a
game like this had to e·nd that way."
Hussey had unkind words for
Chambers: "That individual should
have n~ver been out there. I'll never fill
out a rating sheet (on the officials)
again. And there's nothing I can do. I
can bitch about it, but I can't do
anything."
Hussey was upset about the ending,
but he said he did not want it to detract
from Marshall's performance. " Marshall has one of the fine programs in
basketball," he said.

1
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Henderson was the Herd. hero, SC
but Rucker is tourney'$· MVP :~c:g:i:~eo:~ofbounds,
but flung it
into the backcourt for a violation.
It brought an outcry from a large por- designed to neutralize Rucker. He hit
tion of the approximately 3,500 Herd just five of 19 shots from the field. The
fans, but Davidson's Derek Rucker was misses included two open layups on
named Most Valuable Player of the fast breaks, both of which would have
Southern Conference Basketb.all put the Wildcats in the lead. The latter
came with less than two minutes left in
Tournament.
Rucker outpolled,Marshall hero Skip overtime, with the Herd on top, 63-62.
Henderson 19-15 by members of the
Henderson, the Marshall fans' choconference media covering the final ice and Marshall coach Rick Huckabay
game. Rodney Holden garnered the both felt Rucker deserved the a ward. " I
feel like Derek Rucker played a great
other four votes.
"Right now, it's really hard to accept tournament," Henderson said.
this award," Rucker said after the 66Henderson and Holden fell short of
64 overtime loss to the Herd. "I'll apR}'e- the MVP a ward, but joined Rucker on
ciate it once I get this loss out of o'ur the all-tournament first team. Henderson and Rucker both received all 76
mind."
Rucker, the son of former Cleveland points possible. Holden received 66
Browns wide receiver Reggie Rucker, points, as did Jeff Himes of Davidson.
dominated the Wildcats' victories over Furman's John Castille picked up 42
Vi~ginia Military and Western Carol- points to round out the first team.
ina. He scored 27 points in Friday's
Dwayne Lewis and Tom Curry made
92-63 rout of VMI, and pumped in 34 in the second team for the Herd. Robert
Saturday's 85-76 win over the Cata- ..Hill and Flo_vd Showers of Western
\ mounts. In both of those games, he Carolina, who upset Tennesseecanned five of eight three-point goals. Chattanooga, joined The Citadel's
The shooting touch, however, went Craig Burgess on the rest of the second
sour in Sunday's champ)onship as team. Marshall's John Humphrey
Marshall played a variety of defenses made honorable mention.
Marshall 76, Appalachian State 61

SATURDAY'S STATS
Marshall 77, Furman 64

APPALACHIAN STATE 33 28-11: Christi an 3-13 (0-2) 2-2
8. MIiier 3-7 0 -0 6. Stewart 3-7 0-0 6. Person 2-9 (0-2) 1-l 5.
Philii,s 5-8 (3-4) 1-214. East ...ling0-00-0 o. Witten 0-0 0-0 o.
Allen 1-3 (1 -1) 2-2 5. Dowd 3-5 (0-1) 0-06. Holmes 2-6 1•2 5,
KIiiian 4-8 (0·1) 0- 1 8. Ellis 1-2 (0-1) 0-0 2. FG Tolal 25-62.
40. ~ . 3- pt Total 4-12. 33.3%. FT Total 7-10. 70.()'I(,.
Rebamds-26(Holmes 9). AssiSts-6(Stewart 2). BIOcked
shots--0. Steals-S(Pl!rson 2). Turnovers- 14(Person 4) .
MARSHALi, 27 49-78: Holden 6-6 1-3 13. Lewis 1-7 (0-1)
2-4 4. Curry 4-7 5-613. Henderson 9-17 (2-4) 1-321. Humphrey4 -90-0 8. Haggerty 0-00-0 0, GIies 0-1 0-00, FishO-O 2-2
2, Brown 0-0 0-0 o. Boyd 0-0 0-0 0, Bryson 6-7 3-3 15. FG
Total 30-54, 55.~ . 3-pt Total 2-5, 40.0%, FT Total 14-21,
86. 7%. Rcbounds-36(Holden 12). Assists- 8(Lewis 4).
Blocked shots-2(Curry , Henderson). Steals10(Henderson 5). Turnovers-17(Lewis 5).
AII-..Cit-5,1129.

FURMAN 33 31-: Castile8- l1(0-1)5-621, ~oore 1•30-0
2, Brooks 2~ 1-1 5, Conrady 3-9(1-3) 0-07, Brown2-10(2-6)
• O·O 6, Garrison 0-0 0-00, Waahington 0-0 0-0 o, Crost,y 0-2
0-0 O. Churchill 6· 9 3·3' 15, Reid 3-11 (o-4) 2-2 8. FG Total
2~61 , 41 .0%. 3-pt Total 3- 14, 21.4%. FT Total 11- 12, 91 .7%. ·.
Rebounds - 30(Castile 11 ). Assists-16(Conrady 5).
Blocked shots-a. Steels-6(Moore and Churchill, 2).
Turnovers- 9(Caslile 3).
MARSHALL 42 35-78: Holden 5-9 2-2 12, Lewis 4-8 (0-1)
10-11 18, Curry 6-11 4-5 16, Henderson 3-9 (0-2) 7-10 13,
Humphrey 5-6 0-1 10, Fish 0-1 (0-1) 0-00, Brown0-04-44,
Boyd0-00-00,'Bryson 2 0-0 4. FG Total 25-48. 52.1%. 3-pt
Total 0-4, 0.0'Jt,. FT To1al 27-33, 81.8%. Rebounds-28(Curry
7) . Assists- 9(Lewis 4). Blocked shots- 3(Holden 2).
St esls- 1(Fish). Turnovers-10(Henderson 3).
Fouled out- Moore.
Allend.,ce-1,~.

FRIDAY'S STATS

•

reaching the finals, while Davidson
relatively waltzed.
The Herd opened the tournament
against Appalachian State, and fell six
points behind at ' halftime. "My team
was trying so hard," Huckabay said.
"We were as tight as we could be."
Fun returned to the team in green, as
the Herd ran off the first 12 points of
the second half en route to a 76-61
vic.t ory.
Herd rival Tennessee-Chattanooga
fell by the wayside Friday to previously struggling Western Carolina.
Floyd Showers hit a jumper with nine
seconds left to sink the Moes.
UTC Coach Mack McCarthy said of
his 21-7 team, " I think the NIT has to
' take us. Davidson, who blasted VMI,
92-63, in the first round, blew open the
semi-final game against Western
Carolina. Marshall put away Furman,
77-64, but not without .a struggle.

Henderson, though, missed another
free throw.
Heineman, the target of abuse for
Marshall fans, tied the game with
three seconds left on a driving shot.
The Herd could not get a good shot
after a timeout.
Henderson redeemed himself for the
missed free throws by scoring the winning bucket, a tip-in of a Lewis miss
with one second left. He had earlier put
the Herd up 63-62, after Heineman hit a
three-point jumper.
·
Davidson's last-second strategy was
a long pass to Tanner. As the ball was
thrown, Tanner went down, and the
Davidson bench screamed for a foul,
but to no avail. Davidson, 20-10, is hoping to receive_a National Invitation
Tournament bid.
Hussey was happy with his team's
execution of its game plan, but pointed
out two faults with his team. "Our
shots didn't drop (the Wildcats were
44.3 percent from the floor)," he said.
"and we got beat on the boards (outrebounded, 38-24), especially early."
Marshall survived two scares in

Marshall took a 13-point lead early
in the second half, but the lead evaporated by the 9:40 mark as Dave Conrady hit a three-pointer. The Herd,
though, scored the next six points and
was never headed..

SUN DA Y'S .STATS
Marshall 66, Davldaon 64 /
DAYID8ON: 31 29 7-M: Tanner 4-9 0-0 8, Him• 8-16
(0-1) 2-3 18,.Schmitt 2-4 0-0 4, Rucker ~19 (4· 10) 0-0 14,
Heineman 6~ (2-2) 2-216, Keen..-0-00-00, Gym 2-50-04.
FG Total 27-61 , 44.~. 3-pt Total 6-13, 48.2%. FT Tola! 4-5,
80, 0'Jt,, Rebound 9-24(Hlm'es 8). Aaslsts-17(Tanner 6).
Blocked shols-0. Steals-6(Tanner and Himes, 2) .
Turnovers- 14(Tanner 6).
MAAIHAI.L: 31 2111-H: Holden 4.7 2·2 10, Lewis 8-15
(1-3) 2-4 15, Curry 3-7 0-0 8, Henderson 9-15 (3-4) 1-4 22, •
Humphrey 4-8 3--4 11, Fish 0-0 0-0 O. Bry10n 0-1 2-2 2. FG
Total 26-53, 49.1%. 3-pt Total 4-7, 57.1%. FT Total 10-16,
625%. Reboun'dll-38(Holden 14). Asslata-10(Henderson
6). Bloc:l<ed shots-l(Henderson). Steels-7(Humphrey 3).
Turnovers- 19(Lewis 7).
Fouled out-Schmitt

Allen dence-e, 311.
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Croissant

Have 'Em Stuffed
Your Way
eTurkey - Ch.... & Ham
eRoast BNf a Cheese

Drive Thru And Carry Out

eTurkey & Ch....
eHam & Ch....

Only 850 miles to Daytona
Only 1,050 miles to W. Palm Beach
Only 1,100 miles to Lauderdale.

Also Try Our N_ew
Seafood Salads
.•:•

Hurry In For A
Special 10% (?iscouht
With Valld MU ID

Mon. - Thurs. 10 am - 12
Fri. - Sat. 10 am - 1 am
Sun. 1 pm - Midnight

1301 3rd Ave.
522-1823

lilll!
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The Sisters of
Gamma Beta Chapter
of
,!!lpha Xi Delta
Congratulate Their
Spring 1987 Pledge Class:

,.

Julie Blackburn
Denise Littleton
Melissa Braucher Tonya Lynn Patton
Tammy ·Breeden Paula Peet
Mary Perry
!t1\\i\\rrttttttit?if=i=l=i~=i=i=i=ttit;l=i=i>i=i=i=i=il{H=iti=fi=tttrttt}%tt}i=}\t;=jt~=i=itt===··
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Writing method offers
step-by-step help

Want to graduat~?
sharpen your pencil

MU chooses scholars,
will they choose M.U ?

By Gina Endicott

By Bill France

By Gina Endicott

Reporter

Reporter

Reporter

The writing never stops.
For those students in the C.Ollege of Liberal Arts,
you may or may not know about the writing requirement. Every student in COLA who entered Marshall
in the summer af1984 or later must successfully complete a paper of 2000 words before they are able to
graduate.
·

Although the 20 Yeager Scholars h ave been
chosen, their letters of intent must be returned
before the program releases their n ames . .
Dr. William N. Denman, program director,
said last month the 20 selected would be
announced-following a meeting of the Society' s
National Board of Directors in May.
"-It-seemed to be a convenient time," Denman
said. Denman and Joe Hunnicutt, program
originator, had talked about waiting until May,
not knowing if the letters of intent would be
returned before then.
"Now it looks like we'll probably be able to
release the names before that time," Denman
said.
Denman said if the names a re announced
prior to receiving letters of intent, several students may decide not to come to Marshall.
The high school seniors have until March 20
to decide, Denman said. Until then, the program will mai~tain a list of alternates.
"We'll simply have to wait," Denman said.
"We don't know how long it(the process) will
finally take."
Directors of the program would like to bring
in some of the scholars for the May Board of
Directors meeting, Denman said. " It would be a
nice thing to do publicity-wise," he said.
The board meets once a year to hear reports
from Denman, President Dale F. Nitzschke and
Hunnicutt. "These reports let them know where
we are a nd what we're doing," Denman saicf.

The. conferencing method of teaching was introduced at Marshall in the spring of 1986 fo r fresnman
Eng-l ish classes· by Dr. Joan T. Mead, Dr. Joan F ..
Gilliland and Dr. James D. Riemer.
The three wor~ed on the method during the fall of
1985 and gathered the information together for a
book, "Writing About...", and·it is now being taught
in 11 classes, even some upper-level classes.

Marshall's catalog states that "Candidates for
degrees' must satisfact9rily complete an upper· ·
division writing requirement in their major subject(s) ·
consisting of a m inimum of 2000 words in English.
The departments administer this requirement, preferably in the student's junior year, but no later than
the first semester .of t~e senior year:''
Each department, however, has different additional requirements. The Department of Speech and
the Geography Department require that a supervised
writing assignment a nd written work from an upper
division course be submitted to complete the requirement. The supervised essays are scheduled once a
semester where students are given a list of topics and
are allowed 90 minutes to complete it, with only a
dictionary for comfort.
·
The English Department gives two choices to their
students: either one 2000 word paper that was completed in a class, or two papers that total 2000 words.
The Psychology department requires their students to hand in their paper, along with all rough
drafts and notes, along with the possibility that a one
page sample writing, under faculty supervision, may
be requested at the time the longer paper is submitted
or within the following week.

.

In the conferencing method, students are guided
through five ~eps in writing: preparation, prewriting, rough dr!3ft. revision and editing. During each
step the instructor confer~ with students individually
on how to Pxpirn<l on their ideas and improve the
structure oi their writing.
·
According to Mead, effects of the conference can be
seen in students' final drafts and results in better
writing.
The tende11cy of holding to traditional ways has
hindered the conferencing method concept, Mead
said.
Traditional writing involves not seeing the student's work until the final draft; therefore, students
feel uncomfortable with being critiqued about unfinished work, Mead said. Also, Mead said instructors
may be uneasy about the time involved in confer encing; thus, prefering traditionaf ways of writing.
" Not only can the instructor see the progress
through the conferences, but the student can also.
That's what makes it worth the effort. "
Mead said effects of the conferencing met hod may
not be realized by the student until later, when he or
she may be working on a paper for another class .
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SHONEY'S

Super Dance
For The
Muscular Dystrophy Association

Big Value

Registration
March 3rd - March 25

Coupons
·------------------·
1
5 9¢ 1

MSC Lobby
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Super
\
. Dance March 27 - 28
Questions?
Call SGA 696-6435

LUNCH SPECIAL .

1

,I
I
I
I

Buy·our famous Soup, Salad & Fruit Bar at
our special 11 am-3 pm weekday price and
get your choice of our new All-American
Burgers for just 59¢ with coupon. Good 11
am-3 pm, Monday•thru Friday only. One
coupon per customer per visit. EXPIRES
March 6,J987

1

I
I
SHONEY'S
Huntington
I
_
, -I
Good at

~--~---------------•
·$1 g· g·

II
1·
II
I

BREAKFAST .BAR

Mon-Fri, open 'Ill 11 am

Visit our Breakfast Bar Mon-Fri,
.
open 'til 11 am for just $1.99 with
this coupon. One coupon per customer per visit. EXPIRES March
s. 19a1

·

II
•
· I
Good at
I
SHONEY'S I
Huntington

J

·-------------------SHOREY~

,

WORDS TO
THE• WISE
•

~1kldlfPJ9U'tnMyj
LAUNDERERS &
DRY CLEANERS

.

..

~

OFFERING
DRY CLEANING &
SHIRT SERVICE TO

Professional word processing
for resumes. reports.
correspond1:nce and more.
/

Students - Administration
Faculty & Staff

kinko•s®

creat coptes. Great people.
331 Hal o;ee, Blvd.
(Across From Old Main)

Discount Prices
Student Center Information DHk

529-6110
t3ULK RATE
U .S. POSTAGE
PA ID
Permit No. 206
Huntington. WV

,,

America's Dinner Table,. ·
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